
Floor CareSolutions

Care for Work Environments®

• Quickly attacks and removes heavy finish buildup

• Can be diluted at various strength to accommodate any situation

• Morning Fresh™ fragrance eliminates obnoxious odors



TOUGH STRIPPING POWER
High Performance Stripper is designed for even the toughest 
stripping jobs - large areas and multiple layers of old, tough, 
hardened finish. Its special blend of solvents dig deep to break 
the molecular bond that holds the finish to the floor. It removes 
water-based sealers as well, eliminating the need for multiple 
products.

EXCELLENT WITH AUTOMATIC FLOOR MACHINES
High Performance Stripper works well with automatic floor 
machines to quickly and efficiently strip large areas. However, 
its special formulation can be used effectively with just a mop 
and wet vacuum as well. High Performance Stripper emits a 
pleasant Morning Fresh™ fragrance instead of harsh ammonia 
fumes common .

DIRECTION FOR USE
1. Dust mop or sweep floor to remove loose debris. 
2. Mix with warm water as follows:
  Mop application: 1:5
  Auto Scrubber application: 1:10
3. Apply generously to floor and let stand for 5-10 minutes. 
    If needed, reapply stripper to areas that dry out.
4. Use a black pad on a 175 rpm floor machine to scrub floor.
5. Pickup solution with a wet vac or mop.
6. Rinse with clean, cool water until all residue is removed

Please review label and SDS for all product directions, precautions 
and first aid information prior to using this product. 

TECHNICAL DATA 
APPEARANCE: milky white emulsion
ODOR: minimal, characteristic
pH: 7.5-8.5
SLIP RESISTANCE: .5 minimum (ASTM D2047-82)
SOLIDS %: 18
POLYMER TYPE: modified Acrylic
REMOVAL: strip using any of State’s floor strippers

PACKAGING

122640  20 GL Drum 

125135  5 GL Pail  

122639  1 GL Bottle/CS4 
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State Industrial Products
5915 Landerbrook Drive
Mayfield Heights, OH 44124
To Order Call: 1-866-747-2229
www.stateindustrial.com

Canada
6935 Davand Drive
Mississauga, Ontario L5T 1L5
To Order Call: 1-800-668-6513

Puerto Rico
Royal Industrial Park, Bldg “M”
Local #5, Carr 869, km 1.5 Palmas 
Cataño, P.R. 00962
To Order Call: 787-275-3185


